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Women Found Tied and Gagged in Separate Hotel
Rooms
All Victims Bound with Their Pantyhose - Police Believe Incidents Linked
Starring Peaches, Nikki Steele, Kristy Miller, Nicole Moore, Rube Tuesday, Lena
Ramon, Kianna and Shay Sights
(T&G News Service) Police are baffled as numerous women have been found bound and gagged
in their hotel rooms. No details have been released, but T&G has learned that hotel maids found
the women struggling when they went to clean the rooms. Although robbery is suspected, the
police are not releasing details. In each case, two or three women were found stripped and tied
up with their own pantyhose. Their mouths were gagged to prevent them for crying for help. No
details as to the number or descriptions of suspects. On a strange note, one of the women was
apparently victimized twice. T&G managed to get one quote from an anonymous victim " I love
to wear pantyhose...they're very sensuous, but they don't wear well as bindings. Those bastards
stretched my best hose all out of shape, but I was really helpless...that was their objective I
suppose. All I could do is squirm in the nylon." Our sources tell us the first victim was named
Nikki Steele.

(T&G News Service) One of the maids told T&G that a woman named Peaches showed up and
was forced to join Nikki.
(T&G News Service) In another hotel room two different women, Kristy Miller and Nicole
Moore, were grabbed and pantyhosed at about the same time.
(T&G News Service) "They had handfuls of pantyhose that they took from our suitcases",
Rubee Tuesday told us. Lena Ramon added "I couldn't believe it when I saw Rubee all tied up in
nylon. Before I knew it, I was on the toilet wearing pantyhose over my head and other odd
places. I thought they were nuts until I tried to get free." Peaches, having just been released
from her previous adventure, encountered the same robbers in the hallway as they were leaving
Rubee's and Lena's room, was grabbed again. "Being grabbed, stripped and tied with pantyhose
once is bad enough, but to have it happen twice is too much. And then that fake maid...Bev was
on her name tag...came in and took pictures. Then she just left us to squirm in those
pantyhose!", Peaches told T&G.
(T&G News Service) The last set of victims was Kianna and Shay Sights. "We were just sitting
and chatting. There was a knock on our door. Next thing I know, Shay and I are tied up in our
own pantyhose", Kianna told T&G as examined her stretched pantyhose. "I got gagged with
Kianna's dirty pantyhose. I like her, but not that much!", Shay remarked.
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